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Background
Many of our customers have made lot investment on the in-premise BI solution. While the solution
might achieve the day to reporting, they would like to benefit from the power of azure to augment their
data with real-time feeds and other external data sources and also to reduce their TCO. The question
they always ask is how can we benefits from the Azure services without losing our on-premise
investment, especially, how do we ingest excel files given that Azure Data Factory does not have a
connector to Excel.
In this whitepaper, we’ll present options, considerations and recommendations to help you migrate
your on-premise BI solution to Azure, with a special focus on the ETL side and how to process both flat
files and excel files hosted in your on-premise environment leveraging a fully managed service.

Generic on-premises BI solution architecture.
We assume your on-premises solution was implemented using the Microsoft BI stack: SQL Server,
Integration Services (SSIS), Analysis Services (SSAS) and Reporting Services (SSRS).

What you will learn:
✓
✓
✓
✓

Create a SSIS-IR in Azure Data Factory
Create SSIS catalog in azure SQL DB
Deploy your existing SSIS package to the SSIS catalog
Execute your SSIS package deployed in Azure using Azure Data Factory and, continue to
access your on-premise data sources (file shares, databases) and load the data in an
azure storage.

Prerequisites
✓ Azure subscription
✓ SSDT
✓ Azure SQL Database server or Azure SQL Managed Instance to host the SSIS DB Catalog.
If you do not have one, follow the steps in the create Azure SQL DB Server section
✓ Existing SSIS packages running in your on-premises environment. Note that we’ll
migrate the package to Azure using a project deployment model.
✓ Microsoft SQL Server 2017 Integration Services Feature Pack for Azure if you want to
use Azure data flow components in your SSIS package.
Important: To access your on-premises environment, you can setup a self-hosted integration runtime.
You will be able to ingest data from relation databases and flat files. However, you will not be able to
process excel files. As of 24/04/2020, only Data Flow Tasks with ODBC/OLEDB/Flat File Connection
Managers and ODBC/OLEDB/Flat File Sources are supported.
Note that you can also use vNet and ExpressRoute to access your on-premises data source. In this
whitepaper, we’ll assume that site-to-site VPN gateway is setup between on-premises server and Azure
so that excel files can be copied to Azure.

Migrate your Integrations Services Packages to Azure
To ingest data to Azure we recommend implementing data pipelines using Azure Data Factory. Azure
Data Factory is a fully managed data integration service in the cloud. Data Factory allows you to
easily create code-free and scalable ETL/ELT processes. More details available here.
This document is for customers who have lot of SSIS packages that would be too expensive or would
take a long time to refactor into first party ADF pipelines. The solution and approach detailed in this
whitepaper processes Excel files.
There are two options to migrate your SSIS packages on Azure: Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) or
Platform as a service (PaaS).

IaaS is a great option for customers who are looking to migrate their workload to Azure in a very short
timeframe and without any modernization. The idea is to just lift and shift the packages, maybe because
they are moving their data center to Azure or taking advantage of Azure infrastructure because of scale.
This option is not the subject of this whitepaper but you can find more details on its benefits and the
options you have here.
For customers looking to modernize their data platform on Azure with a minimum level of TCO, we’ll
demonstrate, step by step, how to migrate you SSIS packages to Azure and execute them using Azure
Data Factory which is a fully managed platform. The approach will allow you to augment your onpremise data with other structured and unstructured data sources and feeds from the cloud and provide
more insights to business users and data scientist.

Create an SSIS Integration Runtime
If you already have an Azure Data Factory, go to the “create the SSIS-IR” step.

Create an Azure Data Factory
We need an Azure Data Factory instance to create the SSIS-IR. To create an Azure Data Factory, navigate
to the portal (www.portal.azure.com).
-

To create a Data Factory, click on create a resource in the azure portal home page

-

Enter Data Factory in the search box and select Data factory

-

Click create in the new window. Provide the required information and click create. For this
demo, will not add our data factory to git. It will take a minute to provision the resource.

Click create to get to the Azure Data Factory authoring home page. Select Author and monitor.

Configuration of the SSIS-IR
After you click on the Author & Monitor tab, you will get to the Azure Data Factory home page.
Select Configure SSIS Integration

The SSIS-IR is an Azure VM underneath the hood that is fully managed by Microsoft. You have the option
to configure the size of the VM and the number of nodes. Also, if you have dependencies with your SSIS
packages (custom tasks, 3rd party program, etc.) you can install them in the VM. We’ll show how. For
now, let’s configure the SSIS integration runtime.

•
•
•

Name is the name of the SSIS-R
Description (optional): Add some description to better identify the SSIS-IR
Location designates the region where you want to deploy the SSIS-IR. The SSIS-IR must be
created in the same region as the vNet.

•
•
•
•

Node size: Define the size of the nodes in your SSIS-IR cluster. Select the nodes depending on
the amount of data you are processing.
Node number: Defines the number of nodes if you want to scale out and run many SSIS
packages in parallel.
Edition/License: The SQL Edition that needs to be used within the SSIS-IR (Standard or
enterprise) VM.
Save money: If you have your own license you want to use for the SSIS-IR and save, select
yes.

Click continue.
While you can deploy your SSIS packages on file system or a file shares or Azure files, we recommend
using an SSIS Catalog (SSIS DB). This option will allow you to deploy your packages to Azure using SSDT
just like you used to do on-premises. Additionally, many components are installed out of the box (Access
Redistributable and Azure Feature Pack for SSIS).
You can create the SSIS catalog in an Azure SQL Database server or in Azure SQL Managed instance
server. If, as part of your migration process, you have Azure SQL MI deployed, we suggest deploying the
catalog in the Azure SQL MI. The other option is to use an Azure SQL single DB.
If you already have a SSIS catalog, uncheck the “Create SSIS catalog” box in the SQL settings.
If you want to setup a new SSIS catalog, check the “Create SSIS catalog” box in the SQL settings and
enter the requested parameters (database server endpoint, login, password and the database service
tier).

Click on continue.

The next steps are very important as this where we’ll customize your SSIS-IR to allow you deploy custom
task and component to the global assembly cache (GAC). More details on how to customize your SSIS-IR
here. You will also be able to join your SSIS-IR in a self-hosted IR or vNet in our case, to access your onpremises environment. To finish, this is where you can specify the maximum parallel executions per
nodes. This can help speed up the overall execution of your packages. This number depends on the type
of worker nodes you selected. For Standard_D1_v2 nodes, 1-4 parallel executions per node are
supported. More details available here.
If you do not have custom tasks, go to the “Join the SSIS-IR to the vNet” step.
To validate that the SSIS DB has been successfully created, start SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS).

Validate the creation of the SSISDB catalog
Start Visual Studio (SSDT).

•
•
•

Enter the fully qualified server name (server you’ve just created or decided to deploy your
catalog db on)
Enter the credentials (login and password). Note that you can use active directory login if you’ve
enabled AD authentication on the server
Select options and enter the SSISDB name. Note that if you escape this step, you will not see
SSIS catalog

Join the SSIS-IR to the vNet
To join the vNet, enter the details about the subscription, the vNet name, and the subnet name.

Select vNet validation to make sure the parameters are correctly setup and select continue and create.
At this point, you are ready to create your ADF pipeline, add a SSIS package activity and run the
packages in Azure.

Deploy your SSIS packages to the SSIS DB catalog
The deployment of the SSIS package on the Azure SSIS DB catalog is like the deployment in an onpremises environment.
In this example, we developed a SSIS package with two data flow tasks. The first data flow task loads a
flat file from a local folder to Azure blob storage container and, the second data flow task loads an excel
file from the same local folder to the same Azure blob storage container.

Right click on the SSIS project and click deploy

Click next on the new window and chose SSIS in Azure Data Factory (depending on the version of visual
studio (SSDT), you might not have this window).

In the next window, enter the server name and credentials to the server. Click on connect

Click next and deploy to start the deployment.

Execute SSIS packages in ADF
From the author tab, add a new pipeline. Provide a name to the pipeline.
In the Activities section, select Execute SSIS package under General

Select the Execute SSIS package activity to setup the different parameters.
In the Settings tab, enter the SSIS-IR you just created.
Fill out the other fields:
•
•

Domain, user, and password of the data source (files to process)
Details on the SSIS DB catalog: SSIS package location, path with the SSIS project…

Now, you are ready to execute the SSIS package on a debug mode. If it runs successfully, you can publish
it

Appendix
Create an Azure SQL Database Server
As mentioned above, you will need a SQL Database Server or Azure SQL Managed Instance to deploy the
catalog to. To create a SQL Database Server, go to the azure portal : www.portal.azure.com

Select Create an Azure

Enter Azure SQL in the market place

Click create. In the next page, chose Azure SQL Database, database server and click create

Enter the details for the server

Select review and create and then create.

